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Abstract 

 
 Neurodegenerative diseases in the central nervous system (CNS) including Alzheimer’s disease (AD), 

Parkinson’s disease (PD), and multiple sclerosis (MS) affect millions of people worldwide. However, there is 

no cure yet because regeneration of the CNS neurons is extremely rare. Therefore, when neurodegeneration is 

diagnosed, it is important to stop the progress immediately. This will reduce further damages and provide a 

chance to keep and recover neuronal functions. Our works about molecular mechanisms of neurodegeneration 

and circadian clocks suggest a well-known transcriptional corepressor, histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1), as a 

molecular linker between them. HDAC1 nuclear export was induced during neurodegeneration and resulted in 

a decreased level of HDAC1 in the nucleus. We also found that HDAC1 depletion disrupted circadian clocks 

which are built on a transcriptional negative feedback loop. Circadian clocks are endogenous oscillators and 

regulate thousands of gene expression to control diverse cellular processes and signaling pathways to drive 

daily biological rhythms. Therefore, disrupted circadian clocks can be involved in diverse human diseases 

through altered transcription. Recent numerous studies have reported disrupted circadian clocks in patients 

with PD, AD, and MS, but underlying mechanisms are still unknown. Therefore, our studies are the first 

examples to provide a molecular linker between neurodegeneration and circadian clocks and address how 

disrupted circadian clocks are involved in the progress of neurodegeneration. 
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